Executive Summary
Chipotle Mexican Grill (Chipotle), a Fortune
500 fast-casual restaurant company, appeals to a
In 2015 and 2016, Chipotle was rocked by a series of food
higher price point fast food consumer segment by
safety crises that sickened hundreds of customers
marketing fresh ingredients prepared largely onacross the country and included exposure to virulent
site. Preservatives and frozen ingredients, however,
pathogens like E. coli, salmonella, and norovirus
inhibit pathogens; if restaurants choose to use
predominantly fresh ingredients, maintaining food
safety requires a greater level of dedication, constant
sexual harassment lawsuits,2 and a lawsuit brought by New
vigilance, training, skill and food safety knowledge from
York City seeking a million dollars in restitution to workers
Chipotle’s workforce.
over violations of the city’s Fair Workweek Law.3
In 2015 and 2016, Chipotle was rocked by a series of
food safety crises that sickened hundreds of customers
across the country and included exposure to virulent
pathogens like E. coli, salmonella, and norovirus. Despite a
declaration of food safety reforms instituted to recapture
consumer confidence, the company continued to have
food-borne illness problems in 2017 and 2018, including
an Ohio outbreak in which 647 people were sickened.1 In
addition to food safety issues, Chipotle’s record has also
been marred by allegations and findings of worker abuses,

The National Consumers League worked with Service
Employees International Union Local 32BJ (SEIU 32BJ) to
assess how issues workers face on the job may be affecting
food safety. Interviews with 47 workers at 25 stores in New
York City form the basis of this report, along with analysis of
corporate filings, press reports, and other publicly available
documents. These materials suggest that Chipotle’s
management and workplace practices are at war with the
company’s own branding of “food with integrity” and its
stated goals of customer safety.
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FINDINGS
 From trailblazing “fast casual” to a reputation for foodborne illness:
• Chipotle grew quickly as a fast food restaurant that
appealed to higher-income consumers through its
use of fresh food prepared in-store, expanding from
a single restaurant in 1993 to a $2.3 billion company
with 2,500 stores, all of which are corporately owned
and operated.
• In 2015, news media publicized six outbreaks at
restaurants across the country that resulted in waves
of illness and involved vomiting, pain, and in some
cases hospitalizations among customers.4 Facing
a crisis, the company rolled out an enhanced food
safety program that included third-party restaurant
inspections, paid sick days, enhanced internal
training, and a Food Safety Advisory Council charged
with evaluating the food safety programs. Despite
these efforts, food-borne illness outbreaks continued
to occur through 2018. The effective implementation
of several measures of the enhanced food safety
program are directly called into question by findings
below.
 Fresh food model requires experienced and skilled
workforce: Chipotle acknowledges the company’s
business model puts the company at a relatively high
risk for food-borne illness occurrences due to their
emphasis on “fresh, unprocessed produce and meats,
our reliance on employees cooking with traditional
methods rather than automation, and our avoidance of
frozen ingredients.”5 While there is clearly a market for
freshly prepared unprocessed food, this business model
requires a particularly experienced and skilled workforce
to avoid food-borne illness outbreaks.
 Managerial pay bonus program incentivizes cutting
corners: The managerial pay bonus program, in which
managers can earn up to an additional 25% of base pay
by meeting performance goals that include minimizing
labor costs, creates a highly pressurized environment.
This program may incentivize managers to meet
productivity goals by cutting corners on food safety or by
violating worker protection laws. It may also contribute
to manager burnout and the annual restaurant-level
salaried staff turnover of 49%6.
 Ineffective store audits: Worker interviews revealed that
general managers frequently know when audits are
coming because they are tipped off by other managers
in their region who are inspected or even field leaders.
Workers reported that managers have relaxed rule
following outside of inspection periods and tightened
up adherence to food safety protocols when an audit is
imminent.
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The effective implementation of several measures
of the enhanced food safety program are directly
called into question by findings below

 Insufficient sick leave and pressure to work sick:
• Nationally, outside of jurisdictions with local paid sick
leave laws, Chipotle offers only three days’ worth of
paid sick leave per year,7 but prevents crew members
from working within three days of experiencing
certain symptoms such as vomiting.8 A single illness
can use up a worker’s allotment of paid sick days and
create an incentive for the rest of the year to secretly
work sick to avoid losing needed pay.
• New York-based workers reported that managers
have pressured crew members to work while sick or
retaliated against workers for taking paid sick leave.
 Minimal training: Despite the substantial skills needed
to safely prepare Chipotle’s fresh food menu, many
new hires receive minimal training and “learn as they
go” from co-workers who may not have received much
training themselves.
 Dangers of understaffing: Pressure to understaff can
undermine the capacity of stores to comply with food
safety rules, particularly during rush periods when hand
washing and glove change protocols can be sacrificed to
keep up line speed. Understaffing of the grill position
is especially problematic as the grill worker may not
be able to keep up with line speed while checking that
every piece of chicken is cooked to a safe temperature.
 Lack of investment in equipment: Workers report that
Chipotle managers pinch pennies by refusing to fix
broken equipment or buy necessary safety materials,
putting workers at risk of injury and consumers at risk
of contamination.
 Issues such as unpredictable scheduling, short hours,
time pressure, safety hazards, sexual harassment and
violations of workplace laws lead to high turnover and
an inexperienced, unskilled workforce:
• In 2018, turnover among hourly workers at Chipotle
restaurants was 145%9 – meaning that a Chipotle
restaurant employing 20 crew members at the start
of 2018 had to hire 29 replacement workers through
the year to stay fully staffed.
• Workers reported a widespread pattern of part-time
and erratic work schedules. In September 2019, the
NYC Department of Worker and Consumer Protection
announced a lawsuit against Chipotle, seeking over
$1 million for violations filed at just five restaurants
where workers have filed complaints over violations of
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a New York City law that protects fast food workers’
schedules.
• Understaffing and unrealistic productivity goals
pressurize the work environment and put crew
members at risk of injury as they rush to complete
tasks surrounded by sharp and hot objects in a kitchen.
• Chipotle workers have alleged sexual harassment and
failure by management to appropriately address the
harassment. Workers have limited recourse due to
arbitration agreements they must sign as a condition
of employment.
• The National Labor Relations Board has accused
Chipotle management in New York City of illegally
retaliating against workers for standing up for their
rights.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Given the findings of this report, we recommend that
Chipotle’s board of directors and management foster a
healthy culture of integrity for its workers and customers,
and invest in a stable workforce that can support their
families by adopting the following reforms:
 Revise management incentive structures, so they support:
• ensuring that workers are encouraged to use paid sick
leave when ill,
• ensuring that workers receive adequate food safety
training before working on their own,
• staffing levels that meet appropriate standards,
• reduction of turnover.

 Ensure the inspection system is truly impartial and
managers are not given advance warning of inspections.
 Institute a companywide policy of eight paid sick days
and encourage sick employees to use them.
 Institute a companywide fair workweek policy that
allows workers to predict their schedules and transitions
the workforce to full-time work.
 Use auditors to monitor and score staff training levels
as well as compliance with fair-workweek policies, then
integrate the scoring into managerial incentives.
 Stop the practice of requiring workers to sign
forced-arbitration agreements, which act to stifle
whistleblowers and hinder staff from addressing
workplace concerns.
 Adopt a zero tolerance policy for sexual harassment and
institute a strong companywide policy in which outside
trainers implement sexual harassment trainings for all
employees on an annual basis.
 Aim to reduce overall annual turnover of hourly staff to
below the restaurant industry national average of 75%10
within two years before moving on to more ambitious
goals.
We also recommend that community stakeholders and
elected officials work to pass a fair-workweek law and
mandated paid sick days at the federal level.
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Introduction
One Sunday night near closing in late September 2019,
a Chipotle in a busy section of Manhattan ran out of cooked
chicken. The grill cook, who was new to the job, had not
cooked enough chicken. When a couple came in and ordered
a burrito, line workers asked them to wait while the cook
rushed to grill more chicken.

Yet Chipotle’s expressed ideals — contained in its
“food with integrity” branding — appear to be at
war with practices found in Chipotle restaurants
But the chicken in the burrito was undercooked when
the customers received it. Apparently, while scrambling
to make the chicken, the grill cook failed to cook it for a
sufficient amount of time. One of the customers returned
the food and, aware of past incidents at Chipotle involving
food-borne illness, told the restaurant workers not to let it
happen again because he didn’t want there to be another
outbreak at Chipotle.
This anecdote is emblematic of problems that workers
in this report say undergird many of the issues that increase
risks to the public. Interviews with Chipotle workers in
New York, conducted over the course of 2019, reveal a wide
gap between the policies put in place following a series
of outbreaks in 2015 and 2016 and the company’s actual
attention to food safety practices. Employee accounts suggest
that the company’s concerning employment practices and
cost-cutting business model have created an environment
that exposes both workers and consumers to risk.

Chipotle workers describe a corporate culture that
drives high employee turnover, including violations of
worker protection laws, understaffing, inconsistent
training, and sexual harassment. Chipotle’s managerial
incentive structure, which places food safety in direct
tension with productivity measures, appears to exacerbate
these issues and encourages managers to cut corners on
safe food handling practices. Workers also raised alarms
about the company’s internal audit system, reporting
that managers seem to have advance notice of restaurant
inspections and relax food safety standards outside of those
periods. Understaffing and time pressures mean that even
experienced workers are forced to compromise on basic
food safety practices to keep the line moving, particularly
during rush periods. Finally, the company’s sick leave policy
and practices compound turnover issues and, even more
disturbingly, pressure employees to report to work sick.
Together, the conditions described by company employees
depict a work environment that has the potential to put
Chipotle customers at risk.
Chipotle promises its customers a healthful experience,
using high-quality fresh ingredients and preparing meals
on site and by hand.11 This model requires the prioritization
of safe food handling practices through the training and
retention of an experienced and skilled workforce. Yet
Chipotle’s expressed ideals — contained in its “food with
integrity” branding – appear to be at war with practices
found in Chipotle restaurants. The first-hand reports
below show that Chipotle has not made the workforce
investments to give consumers the confidence that a visit
to Chipotle won’t leave them sick.
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About this report
This report was issued by the National Consumers
League (NCL) in partnership with the Service Employees
International Union Local 32BJ (SEIU 32BJ). It is based on
formal interviews with 47 Chipotle employees, working
in 25 New York City locations under the supervision of
seven Field Leaders (as the company calls managers who
oversee multiple stores). The stories told by these workers
are consistent with what we have heard during informal
conversations with hundreds of Chipotle employees across
New York City. It also relies on numerous publicly available
materials to document Chipotle’s history of food safety
violations, and the working conditions at the company.
Among other sources, these include Chipotle’s Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) disclosures; Chipotle’s
2018 sustainability report; restaurant inspections from
New York City’s Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
(DOHMH); local health departments and Center for Disease
Control (CDC) press releases; and several legal cases brought
against Chipotle by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, thousands of current and former employees,
and the Massachusetts Attorney General.
Interviews were conducted from February to December
2019, many through focus groups in which workers from
different stores could share their stories and better
understand and describe their common experiences. The
report anonymizes worker identities to prevent retaliation
from management, with the exception of Jeremy Espinal,
Adrianna Vidal, and Al Diaz-Larui, who have already spoken
out publicly regarding Chipotle working conditions. Other
worker names are replaced by numbers, and their stores are
replaced by letters.
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NCL is the pioneering consumer advocacy organization
in the United States, representing consumers and workers
on marketplace and workplace issues since its founding
in 1899. Headquartered in Washington, D.C., NCL provides
government, businesses, and other organizations with the
consumer’s perspective on concerns including child labor,
privacy, food safety, and medication information.12 The
organization has a long history of ensuring the safety of our
food supply system, from its promotion of the Pure Food
and Drugs Act of 1906 and the Federal Meat Inspection Act
of 1906, to its advocacy today for effective meat and poultry
inspections and clear food labeling,13 and strong support for
the landmark Food Safety Modernization Act of 2011.
SEIU 32BJ is the largest property service workers union
in the country, with 175,000 members in eleven states and
Washington, D.C. In New York, the union has stood with
fast food workers through its support for the $15 minimum
wage and fair scheduling laws. As of early 2020, SEIU 32BJ
is advocating for the New York City Council to pass the
Just Cause Law, which would require fast food chains to
demonstrate a legitimate reason for terminating a worker
or reducing their hours.

The Unsavory Side of ‘Food with Integrity’

From Trailblazing “Fast
Casual” to a Reputation for
Food-Borne Illness
Chipotle, founded in 1993 as a single restaurant in
Denver, has grown to a $2.3 billion company14 with 2,500
stores across the United States15 and close to 68,000 hourly
employees.16 All Chipotle stores are corporately owned
and operated. The company has come to exemplify the
“fast casual” restaurant17 sector through its use of fresh
ingredients and on-site preparation. This very business
model — appealing to higher-income consumers through
its use of fresh food prepared in-store — makes Chipotle
particularly vulnerable to food safety issues. Unlike most
of its national competitors, Chipotle largely avoids the use
of preservatives or frozen ingredients to ensure food safety,
and on-site food preparation requires a higher degree of
skill and food safety knowledge on the part of employees.
Chipotle has a history of food-borne illness outbreaks.
The problem reached crisis proportions in 2015, when

City inspectors cited Chipotle with violations,
including allowing a sick employee to work a
few days prior to the outbreak and cooking meat
22
below the required temperature of 140 degrees

news media publicized six outbreaks at restaurants across
the country that resulted in waves of illness and involved
vomiting, pain, and in some cases hospitalizations among
customers.18 During late October and early November 2015,
scores19 of consumers were sickened by E. coli bacteria
linked to Chipotle restaurants in Washington and Oregon,
and subsequently as many as 12 other states. The original
source of the contamination was not definitively proven,
but the cause was reportedly linked to improper food
handling.20
The company’s public health emergency continued during
the week of December 7, 2015, when 136 students were
sickened by food contaminated with the highly contagious
norovirus at a restaurant in Brighton, Massachusetts.21 City
inspectors cited Chipotle with violations, including allowing
a sick employee to work a few days prior to the outbreak
and cooking meat below the required temperature of 140
degrees.22 This second contagion worsened the adverse
financial and operating impacts of the E. coli incident,
severely affecting profitability throughout the next year.
Average annual restaurant sales fell to $1.87 million, down
from $2.53 million the year prior.23
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In August 2018, Delaware County, Ohio,
Department of Health staff identified 647
people who reported gastrointestinal illness
29
after eating at a Chipotle in Powell, Ohio

found that the illnesses were caused by c. perfringens
bacteria, a type that forms when food is left out at unsafe
temperatures.30 Responding to a complaint made several
days before the outbreak began, health officials visited
the store on the first day of the outbreak and cited the
restaurant for two critical health code violations related to
holding food at dangerous temperatures that allowed for
pathogen growth.31 Following the outbreak, and in contrast
to the findings of this report, CEO Brian Niccol stated,
“Chipotle has a zero-tolerance policy for any violations of
our stringent food safety standards and we are committed
to doing all we can to ensure it does not happen again.”32

By early 2016, Chipotle announced a companywide
rollout of an enhanced food safety program, which
included in-store measures such as third-party restaurant
inspections, enhanced internal training, paid sick leave, and
enhanced restaurant procedures.24 Later announcements
included creation of a food safety advisory
council charged with evaluating Chipotle food
Chipotle’s business model, combined with workplace practices
safety programs and their implementation.25

that undermine the company’s own food safety protocols, has

Yet problems persisted. In July 2017,
led to an environment that leaves consumers bearing the risk
the Loudoun County, Virginia, Health
Department reported that more than 135
people were sickened with norovirus after
The significant media coverage regarding these
eating food from a Chipotle restaurant in Sterling, Virginia.26
incidents, as well as the impact of social media, increased
Chipotle attributed the incident to an ill food handler. The
awareness and negatively affected perceptions of the
company later acknowledged that a store manager had
brand.33 Chipotle struggled to recover through early 2018
27
failed to follow policy related to sick employees. Further,
as its share price dropped from a mid-2015 high of $750 to
the company’s failure to issue a statement on the matter in
$255 in February 2018.34 As recently as April 2019, markets
a timely fashion led to perceptions that management was
responded to news of a federal subpoena into the 2018 Ohio
trying to hide the incident rather than informing the public.28
outbreak, temporarily dropping the share price by 7%.35
In August 2018, Delaware County, Ohio, Department
of Health staff identified 647 people who reported
gastrointestinal illness after eating at a Chipotle in Powell,
Ohio.29 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Chipotle’s customer base remains sensitive to food safety
concerns. UBS investor research after the 2018 outbreak
in Ohio shows that food safety concerns “remain the top
reason consumers eat at Chipotle less” and that consumers
are more worried about food safety at Chipotle than at fast
food and fast casual competitors.36
As detailed in the following pages, employee accounts
suggest that Chipotle’s entrenched corporate and
workplace practices create a disconnect between the
supposedly improved protocols implemented in 2016 and
the persistent problems with food-borne contamination
at Chipotle restaurants. The fact that serious outbreaks
occurred in 2017 and 2018 — after new “safeguards”
were put in place – reinforces this reality. High turnover
and an aggressive management incentive structure that,
in practice, prioritizes the minimization of labor costs
over food safety lead to understaffing, high turnover,
and a workforce that receives only minimal training and
lacks needed experience. Productivity pressures often
prevent even skilled workers from adhering to food safety
policies. Moreover, store managers can learn when to
expect surprise internal audits, which represents a lapse
in oversight by Chipotle’s executive-level management as
well as Chipotle’s Food Safety Advisory Council. Chipotle’s
business model, combined with workplace practices that
undermine the company’s own food safety protocols, has
led to an environment that leaves consumers bearing the
risk.
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Fresh Food Model Requires
EXPERIENCED AND Skilled Workforce
Chipotle has built its brand by meeting demand from
consumers who are willing to pay a relatively high price point
for freshly prepared, minimally processed food. In 2017,
the company claimed it was the only national restaurant
brand with no added colors, flavors, or preservatives in
any of its ingredients.37,38 Chipotle brings fresh meat into
its restaurant kitchens, unlike national chains such as
McDonald’s, which uses frozen burger patties for most of
its hamburger menu39,40,41 and Chick-fil-A, which freezes its
fried chicken offerings before sending them to restaurants.42
Chipotle’s website also trumpets the company’s practice of
preparing much of its food on-site, boasting, “we actually
cook in our kitchens.”43

preservatives to ingredients inhibit bacterial growth,
allowing for additional time to safely ship food across
national distribution networks. Chipotle, in contrast, brings
fresh food into its restaurants, where it is largely prepared
on-site. Here it may be exposed to additional contaminants
without consistently well-executed food safety protocols.

In its 2018 annual financial report, Chipotle acknowledges
the company’s “higher risk for food-borne illness occurrences
than some competitors due to our greater use of fresh,
unprocessed produce and meats, our reliance on employees
cooking with traditional methods rather than automation,
and our avoidance of frozen ingredients.”44 Chipotle’s
model, therefore, requires a relatively skilled workforce,
While there is clearly a
well-trained in safe food
market for freshly prepared
handling techniques and led
While there is clearly a market for freshly
unprocessed food, the way
by experienced and responsible
prepared unprocessed food, the way
Chipotle executes this business
managers. Adequate staffing
model makes the company
levels also must be maintained
Chipotle executes this business model
particularly vulnerable to food
in order to ensure that food is
makes the company particularly vulnerable
safety problems. The company’s
properly handled and prepared.
to food safety problems
national fast food competitors
The
employee
accounts
rely on centralized food
below
suggest,
however,
processing kitchens and the use of preservatives and frozen
that Chipotle’s own corporate practices create working
ingredients, for cost-saving purposes and as safeguards
conditions that increase the risk of food contamination.
against food contamination and illness. Centralized
While the low-road employment practices that workers
kitchens allow for greater control and standardization of
report at Chipotle may be found in other parts of the fast
food processing, and for safety-testing food in the form it
food industry, Chipotle is more vulnerable to food-borne
will be served to customers. Freezing food and applying
illness because of its reliance on fresh food.
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Managerial pay Bonus Program
Incentivizes Cutting Corners
“Throughput” is the term Chipotle uses to
measure service speed, or the time it takes from
when customers enter a store to the point
when they leave with their meal
Worker interviews reveal that Chipotle’s incentive pay
structure for managers contributes to a high-pressure
environment that prioritizes short-term performance goals
above food safety. A general manager (GM) can earn up to
an additional 25% of base pay by meeting performance
goals.45 Hourly managers report that the bonus formula
is based on a combination of metrics that include keeping
labor and food costs down as a percentage of revenues, and
internal store inspection grades, which include appearance
and food safety evaluations.
A store-level GM can also achieve “Restaurateur” status,
for which a significant raise46 and a potentially lucrative
stock award47 are given. A recent Chipotle press release
emphasized that bonuses are based on financial
performance goals such as predetermined sales, cash flow
and throughput.48 “Throughput” is the term Chipotle uses
to measure service speed, or the time it takes from when
customers enter a store to the point when they leave with
their meal.
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Workers report that managers’ relentless drive to cut
costs directly affects food safety because of understaffing;
cutting corners on basic food safety procedures; pennypinching on broken equipment; and pushing crew members
to work sick. According to front-line employees, managers
often meet performance benchmarks by compromising
on food handling procedures, and, in New York City,
by repeatedly violating a local law governing worker
scheduling.
It should also be noted that the pressurized work
environment that is created by this incentive program may
also contribute to manager burnout. Chipotle has a turnover
rate for salaried staff at the restaurant level of 49%,49 which
means that on average Chipotle is replacing half of its instore management team each year.

Store-level managers
face constant pressure to
control labor costs
Employees across multiple restaurants describe store
managers aggressively cutting labor costs in order to
improve their performance on Chipotle benchmarks,
sometimes at the direct instruction of upper management.
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 Adrianna Vidal, until recently a service manager, has
helped operate multiple Chipotle restaurants such as
347 Flatbush and 1400 Broadway, the former in the
absence of a regular GM. According to Adrianna, “Each
restaurant gets a business report card that compares
budgeted costs to actual… the report card looks at cash
audits, labor costs, and EcoSure50 inspections. Your
ranking from this card determines whether you get to
keep your job as a GM.”
 When Worker 34 was a service manager at Restaurant Q,
his GM would “constantly call or text me to tell someone
to go home or speed up,” even monitoring the store
through cameras while off-duty. Once, the off-duty GM
called Worker 34 “and asked me to hand the phone to a
crew member who he then proceeded to curse out for
not working fast enough.”
 Workers say that Chipotle budgets its labor and food
costs based on daily projections of expected sales.
Worker 42 (Restaurant V) says that sometimes her store
goes over its allotted labor budget when a day is slower
than expected, resulting in a high number of workers
relative to sales. Whenever this occurs, the field leader
and GMs make up the difference by intentionally underscheduling workers for the rest of the month. According
to Worker 42, “There have been weeks, especially at the
end of the month, where every shift I work [my GM and
Apprentice GM] order me to send crew members home
early or tell them not to come in at all.”

“There have been weeks, especially at the end of
the month, where every shift I work [my GM and
Apprentice GM] order me to send crew members
home early or tell them not to come in at all.”

 At Restaurant Q, Worker 34 saw the GM “intentionally
understaff the restaurant to make himself look better…
At [Restaurant Q], the [daily sales projections] were
consistently too low so we were always running out of
food and totally overwhelmed.” Worker 34’s GM “knew
this but refused to fix the projections in order to save
labor costs.”
 Several apprentice GMs who testified as part of an
ongoing class-action lawsuit against Chipotle describe
similar pressures at their restaurants, stating that their
work responsibilities included sending workers home
when the store was slow.51 One apprentice says she
was responsible for checking the labor budget relative
to sales every hour and if actual labor was “getting very
close to the allowed amount [and] you figured you would
go over, then it [was] time to send someone home.”52
Another apprentice states that if the store went over its
allotted labor budget, a representative from Chipotle’s
corporate office would call the very next day asking why.53

Worker interviews revealed that risk of food-borne illness for consumers is
connected to Chipotle’s managerial incentive program, which puts managers
in a place where they may achieve performance goals tied to productivity by
cutting corners on food safety protocol or violating worker protection laws.

MANAGERIAL
INCENTIVE
SYSTEM
WORKER
ABUSES

INCREASED
TURNOVER AND
WORKFORCE
DESKILLING

PRODUCTIVITY
PRESSURES TO
CUT CORNERS
ON FOOD SAFETY
PROTOCOLS

FOOD-BORNE
ILLNESS RISK TO
CONSUMERS
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 Worker 37 (Restaurant S) has seen managers regularly
“text each other when an EcoSure investigator is around.
… The other week my manager told us to watch out for
an investigator wearing a blue shirt and khakis who has
just left a nearby Chipotle.” Her store ultimately received
a day’s notice in which to prepare for inspection as the
next day a different investigator visited the store.
 At Restaurant F, Worker 48 says that his “manager knows
when [EcoSure inspections] are going to happen based
on when they’ve happened at nearby stores.” Whenever
the GM or apprentice anticipate an inspection, they start
quizzing workers about Chipotle’s five pillars.

Ineffective
Inspections
Food safety compliance factors into manager bonuses
and the company’s “Restaurateur” status evaluation, but
can only be assessed during intermittent audits. EcoSure,
a third-party company contracted by Chipotle as part of
the 2016 enhanced food safety program, conducts surprise
food safety audits at Chipotle restaurants on a quarterly
basis and reports results to executive-level management.54
New York City workers report that managers have a rough
idea of when these audits will occur and adjust standards
during inspection periods to improve their evaluations.
Workers say that rules are relaxed outside of audits in order
to focus on throughput.

Managers seem to know
when internal audits will
occur
According to workers in several New York City
restaurants, managers seem to know when Ecosure audits
are likely to occur. EcoSure inspects an entire region during
a single period, making it easier for managers to anticipate
audits. Managers share information with each other about
audits, or hear about inspections in nearby restaurants and
know their own store will be inspected soon.
 Worker 8 (Restaurant B) says, “Because [EcoSure] audits all
of New York City at once, the GMs tell each other and so my
store generally knows then the inspection is coming.”
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 Chipotle field leaders may also be alerting store
managers to imminent inspections. According to Worker
49 (Restaurant P), “You don’t know exactly when they’ll
visit any particular store, but if they are at a store close
by, your field leader will give you the heads up to be
prepared because they are in your area. [Then] they want
you to complete an ‘Owners Path and Food Safety 30’,
which is like a mock audit. Basically everything EcoSure
will be inspecting.”

“The other week my manager told us to watch
out for an investigator wearing a blue shirt
and khakis who has just left a nearby Chipotle.”

 According to Jeremy Espinal (234 Fifth Ave., 504
Sixth Ave., and 117 E. 14th St.), Chipotle inspects its
restaurants regionally so that “whenever the company
inspects and grades a single store in New York City, the
GMs tell each other and everyone else knows they will
be inspected within the next few weeks.”

Lax rule-following outside
of inspection periods
Workers report that once managers know an inspection
is imminent, they appear to adjust standards at their
store to improve their evaluated performance. Workers
say managers staff restaurants with more experienced
employees during these periods and enforce food safety
rules more stringently. After the audit passes, managers
reportedly relax standards to focus on throughput (serving
speed) again.
 Jeremy Espinal (234 Fifth Ave.) reports that his GM
has “cut hours for new workers who aren’t as familiar
with food safety and given more hours to experienced
workers” in anticipation of EcoSure audits. This “stacks”
the restaurant with employees who better understand
food safety rules to generate a higher score than the
store would normally receive.

The Unsavory Side of ‘Food with Integrity’

Chipotle’s official policy is that crew members
must wash their hands every hour on the hour
... managers strictly enforce this policy during
“EcoSure season” when they anticipate an
inspection. Otherwise, “everyone relaxes” and
managers pay less attention to this rule
 Worker 10 (Restaurant D) says that whenever managers
start “badgering us to actually follow all the [food
safety] rules… we know that EcoSure will audit us soon.”
 Chipotle’s official policy is that crew members must
wash their hands every hour on the hour, in addition
to 18 other triggers after which they must wash
hands. Workers at several different stores – Worker 11
(Restaurant E), Jeremy Espinal (234 Fifth Ave., 504 Sixth
Ave., and 117 E. 14th St.), Worker 48 (Restaurant F),
Worker 49 (Restaurant P), and Worker 10 (Restaurant D)
– say that managers strictly enforce this policy during
“EcoSure season” when they anticipate an inspection.
Otherwise, “everyone relaxes” and managers pay less
attention to this rule, which can slow down the line
as workers leave to wash their hands and diminish
throughput metrics.
 For the first five months after Chipotle hired her, Worker
11 (Restaurant E) thought it was fine to scoop ice out of
the ice machine without wearing a glove. It was not until
her apprentice GM was expecting the EcoSure audit that
he told her she had to wear a glove to do this work. Since
then, Worker 11 has seen many of her co-workers scoop
ice without a glove on a daily basis. Apparently, when
there was no pending audit, managers said nothing.
 According to Worker 39 (Restaurant S), cilantro should be
mixed with lime juice to kill bacteria before the mixture
is added to rice. Worker 39 says the store’s kitchen
manager follows this protocol only during EcoSure
inspections.
 At Restaurant X, Worker 50 says that managers normally
allow workers to use their cellphones in the kitchen,
despite this being against food safety protocol, and do
not make workers wash the machine they use to clean
lettuce. But when managers are anticipating an EcoSure
inspection, workers cannot use their phones and must
wash the lettuce machine daily. According to Worker
50, “Whenever my GM tells us to prepare for an EcoSure
inspection, I know that it is coming soon. Sometimes we
will get inspected that same week. Normally, it happens
within a month at most.”

Al Diaz-Larui
Al Diaz-Larui
Al Diaz-Larui works as a certified trainer on the grill at
the 1379 Sixth Ave. Chipotle. He trains new hires who are
assigned to the grill.
This is a lot of work because Chipotle has different foods
with complicated food safety rules.
Chipotle managers put a lot of pressure on us grill cooks
to get up to speed and work fast. They expect new hires to
perform at my level by the end of their first week on the job
and I’ve been doing this job for more than a year. It’s a lot
of stress, which causes new grill cooks to quit all the time.
Some don’t even last the week.
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Although there are supposed to be surprise store
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inspections by EcoSure to make sure that food safethis happens because they also get burned on the grill.

ty protocols are being followed, my manager often
knows more or less when EcoSure is coming. For example, my former GM got a call from another store
and they told us of EcoSure going on nearby. We
knew to be prepared. Cleaning operation changes a
lot when EcoSure is around. We start changing sanitation buckets, sweep more and they send people to
wash their hands more often. Once the inspection is
over, we go back to business as usual.
I got a burn on my forearm flipping chicken. This
happens regularly. In the past, we have run out of
burn cream, and then in substitute I put sour cream
on my burn instead.

It is common to run out of first aid equipment like
burn cream, finger cots and Band-Aids. Chipotle
managers know this happens because they also get
burned on the grill.
How Chipotle management practices lead to worker abuses and may create food safety risks for consumers
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Insufficient Sick Leave and
Pressure to Work Sick
As mentioned earlier, Chipotle’s paid sick policy was
announced as part of the 2016 enhanced food safety
program in response to the string of outbreaks. Nationally,
outside of jurisdictions with local paid sick leave laws,
Chipotle offers only 24 hours or three days’ worth of paid
sick leave per year.55 However, companywide policy prevents
crew members from working within three days of vomiting
or experiencing “uncontrolled diarrhea” and within five days
of receiving a diagnosis for specific infectious diseases such
as norovirus.56 A single illness can easily use up a worker’s
paid sick days for the year, an incentive to secretly work sick
to avoid losing needed pay.

Crew members are pressured
to work while sick …
Workers report that managers have prevented sick crew
members from calling out of work, in violation of the NYC
Paid Sick Leave Law and/or Chipotle policy.
 After attempting to call out and being told by a
manager that he wasn’t sick enough to do so, Worker 13
(Restaurant F) says he “started throwing up half an hour
into the shift.” Chipotle fired him without explanation,
after which Worker 13 struggled to pay his college and
cellphone bills.
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 Worker 20’s (Restaurant I) GM has forced her to work
sick multiple times. In early February, she threw up on a
Sunday and was still sick two days later, a Tuesday, when
she was scheduled to work. Worker 20 told her GM, who
“was upset so I still came in. The GM told me don’t tell
anyone that I was coming in… because [Chipotle’s] policy
is usually three days off.” In March, Worker 20 felt like she
“was about to pass out” while at work but since several
co-workers had already called out, the GM told her, “I
can’t go home because no one could fill my position.”
The worker finished her shift while sick.
 Worker 3 (Restaurant B) tried to call out of work in
January 2019 while experiencing symptoms such as
sneezing and a sore throat. However, management told
him such symptoms did not allow an excusable absence
and “they made me come into work. I felt so bad I
eventually lied and said I had nausea – which is included
on their list of contagious symptoms – so the manager
would send me home. It eventually turned out that I had
a throat infection.”

After attempting to call out and being told
by a manager that he wasn’t sick enough to do
so, Worker 13 (Restaurant F) says he “started
throwing up half an hour into the shift.”

The Unsavory Side of ‘Food with Integrity’

 Worker 8 (Restaurant B) has seen two different coworkers – her service manager and a fellow crew
member – work sick with cold or flu symptoms because
they could not find anyone to cover their shifts, due to
understaffing.
 In 2016, Chipotle created a centralized Safety, Security
and Risk (SSR) entity where managers must immediately
report worker illness. Worker 38 (Restaurant U), a service
manager, reports that SSR has cleared crew members to
work “away from food” while clearly sick – coughing
and sneezing or with flu-like symptoms – because the
employee did not have a food-borne illness. Keeping sick
workers away from food is challenging in a restaurant;
Worker 38 reports seeing crew members “sneezing
and dropping snot on food” while working sick and has
himself been told to clock in despite having a runny nose.
 As reported by Worker 20, above, managers may not be
consistently complying with Chipotle’s policy of keeping
sick crew members out of work for three days. Worker
3 (Restaurant B) says he has “never heard of anyone”
being kept from work for the full three days and gave the
example that his GM asked him to work in April of 2019
even though the GM knew he had vomited two days
earlier. Worker 3 asked if he was OK to work and “[the
GM] said yes, I should come in. … Generally managers
[make] you work if you feel fine, even if you should be
technically excluded.”

… or experience retaliation
for taking sick leave

 Several crew members (Workers 15, 20, 11) report
managers verbally warning them against calling out sick
or chastising them for doing so.
 Under New York City law an employer may demand
a doctor’s note only for absences lasting more than
three consecutive days. However, after needing to take
multiple (and non-consecutive) paid sick days that
she had legally accumulated, Worker 20 was told by
Chipotle’s food safety hotline that she would not be
allowed to return to work until she produced a doctor’s
note to prove that she had been sick. Afterwards, Worker
20 said, “I don’t want to take any more sick days because
I don’t want to have to pay $40 again [to see a doctor].”
Worker 14, a worker at Restaurant F, also states that a
service manager requested he provide a doctor’s note for
a single day’s absence.
 Several crew members – Worker 9 at Restaurant C;
Jeremy Espinal at 234 Fifth Ave., 504 Sixth Ave., 117 E.
14th St.; and Worker 39 at Restaurant S – also recount
that Chipotle never provided training on how their paid
sick leave accumulates or how to access it. As a result,
they say many of their co-workers are unaware they
even have paid sick leave.
 Worker 38, a service manager at Restaurant U, says that
his GM recently called a manager meeting where she
instructed everyone “to make the lives of people who
call out [sick] as hard as possible.” The GM also told
all managers to mark workers as a “no-call, no-show”
if they call out sick the day of their shift. Worker 38
recently took his first sick day in two years and, when he
returned to work, someone had spread rumors that he
faked his illness.

“[They said I was] taking too many sick
days so they need to punish me. My hours
were cut from 34 to 27 hours a week.”
Workers report that managers have discouraged them
from taking sick days or retaliated against them when they
do so.
 Worker 15’s GM (Restaurant G) and service manager
retaliated against her for taking sick days. Worker 15
stated “[They said I was] taking too many sick days so
they need to punish me. My hours were cut from 34 to
27 hours a week.”
 Worker 18 (Restaurant H) recounts how “if I came to
work sick it was a problem and if I called out it was a
problem; [the managers] told me they would fire me if I
came to work sick.” After she used a sick day and called
out, however, Worker 18’s hours were cut from 30 to 12
per week, drastically reducing her income while she was
living at a shelter.

continue report ON PAGE 20 
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NEW YORK CITY HEALTH INSPECTOR DATA IS CONSISTENT WITH REPORT FINDINGS
Chipotle initiated their “enhanced food safety program” in 2016. From 2017 through
2019, the New York City health department issued 260 citations at 74 Chipotle
restaurants for critical violations of the City’s health code.a b This includes 75 violations
at 44 restaurants in 2019 during the period when interviews were conducted for this
report. Chipotle currently only has 84 restaurants within New York City. According
to the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH), critical
violations are those most likely to contribute to food-borne illnesses “because they
may be a substantial risk to the public’s health.”
Critical violations included food left at dangerous temperatures that allow for the
growth of pathogens, practices that allow for the contamination of ready-to-eat foods,
evidence of pests including rodents and roaches in the store, and stores supervised
by managers without a certiﬁcate in food protection. In January 2020, inspectors
even found an instance of a crewmember working while “ill with a disease
transmissible by food or [an] exposed infected cut or burn on [their]
hand.” Chipotle did not always correct issues cited by the City: 52 of the 260 critical
violations were found during re-inspections, when health department investigators
return to stores shortly after citing them during an initial inspection.

a Under New York City restaurant inspection system, critical violations are more representative of a restaurant’s impact on food safety than their assigned letter grade.
The City does not assign deficient letter grades – anything less than an A – until restaurants have had an opportunity to correct violations and still gives owners an
opportunity to contest a grade of B or C at a City administrative hearing. Critical violations, however, stay on the restaurant’s record.
b Data pulled from NYC Open Data, Department of Health and Mental Hygiene New York City Restaurant Inspection Results for all Chipotle Mexican Grill locations from
2017 through 2019. Dataset available at https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Health/DOHMH-New-York-City-Restaurant-Inspection-Results/43nn-pn8j

Description of Critical Violation

Instances Found
by Inspectors,
2017 to 2019

Filth flies or food/refuse/sewage-associated (FRSA) flies present in facility’s food and/or non-food
areas. Filth flies include house flies, little house flies, blow flies, bottle flies and flesh flies. Food/
refuse/sewage-associated flies include fruit flies, drain flies and Phorid flies.

96

Hot food item not held at or above 140º F.

42

Food contact surface not properly washed, rinsed and sanitized after each use and following any
activity when contamination may have occurred.

34

Cold food item held above 41º F (smoked fish and reduced oxygen packaged foods above 38 ºF)
except during necessary preparation.

19

Food not protected from potential source of contamination during storage, preparation,
transportation, display or service.

17

Evidence of mice or live mice present in facility’s food and/or non-food areas.

15

Sanitized equipment or utensil, including in-use food dispensing utensil, improperly used or stored.

10

Personal cleanliness inadequate. Outer garment soiled with possible contaminant. Effective hair
restraint not worn in an area where food is prepared.

7

Raw, cooked or prepared food is adulterated, contaminated, cross-contaminated, or not discarded in
accordance with HACCP plan.

5

Wiping cloths soiled or not stored in sanitizing solution.

3

Tobacco use, eating, or drinking from open container in food preparation, food storage or
dishwashing area observed.

2

Live roaches present in facility’s food and/or non-food areas.

2

Food Protection Certificate not held by supervisor of food operations.

2

Insufficient or no refrigerated or hot holding equipment to keep potentially hazardous foods at
required temperatures.

1

Food not cooked to required minimum temperature.

1

Live animals other than fish in tank or service animal present in facility’s food and/or non-food areas.

1

Appropriately scaled metal stem-type thermometer or thermocouple not provided or used to
evaluate temperatures of potentially hazardous foods during cooking, cooling, reheating and
holding.

1

Food prepared from ingredients at ambient temperature not cooled to 41º F or below within 4 hours.

1

Food worker does not wash hands thoroughly after using the toilet, coughing, sneezing, smoking,
eating, preparing raw foods or otherwise contaminating hands.

1

Grand Total

260
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MINIMAL TRAINING
Chipotle relies on thousands of workers to sanitize,
chop, and prepare its food, which entails following
stringent safety protocols. The company’s handbook, for
example, contains 18 separate triggers after which crew
members are required to wash their hands. Workers need
time, instruction and experience to learn to balance these
requirements with efficient food preparation and delivery.
Workers at Chipotle locations across New York City report
that employees receive haphazard training. Many new
hires receive minimal training and “learn as they go” from
co-workers who may not have received much training
themselves.

Ave., he received a comprehensive week-long training
on the grill. He later learned this “was only because
the store had a record of failing multiple food safety
inspections… At [my] other stores, new hires to the grill
did not receive the same quality of training I did.”
 Even when Chipotle does offer initial training, workers
say managers often transfer them to new positions
without additional instruction. Worker 9 (Restaurant C)
says that after training her to work the cash register, her
managers assigned her to work multiple food stations.
Her training to work the grill consisted of “watching
[the other cooks] for a few minutes before I had to start
working. … The other grill cooks were so busy they did
not have time to show me how to take the temperature
of the food I was cooking until after I had been working
for forty minutes.” Similarly, Worker 37 (Restaurant S)
says that she received no training on how to prep food,

 According to several crew members – Worker 4
(Restaurant B), Worker 9 (Restaurant C), Worker 3
(Restaurant B), Worker 10 (Restaurant D), and Jeremy
Espinal (234 Fifth Ave., 504 Sixth Ave., and 117 E. 14th St.)
– Chipotle commonly gives new hires very little training
before directing them to work unsupervised.
Worker 4 (Restaurant B) started working at
Her training to work the grill consisted of “watching [the
Chipotle in December 2018, and says “there
are videos the managers are supposed to
other cooks] for a few minutes before I had to start working.
show you… but I never saw them” during
… The other grill cooks were so busy they did not have time to
the first three “training days.” Instead, she
show me how to take the temperature of the food I was cooking
learned the job while working the different
until after I had been working for forty minutes.”
stations. When Jeremy started at 234 Fifth
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open the store, manage the cash register or handle dishes
before being transferred to those positions. Another
employee who has worked at three stores also reports
that Chipotle does not train workers when transferring
them to new positions.
 Jeremy Espinal (234 Fifth Ave., 504 Sixth Ave., and 117 E.
14th St.) says “most of the time we are understaffed and
… we are asked to train someone on top [of our regular
work].” Jeremy says this leads to new workers “being
undertrained… they aren’t shown the training videos
that are meant to help them and they get scolded and
punished when they do their jobs poorly.”
 Worker 5’s (Restaurant B) GM has assigned her to train
multiple new hires even though she is not a certified
trainer.
 Worker 11 (Restaurant E) has worked at another fastcasual chain where she received a full week of hands-on
training before the company cleared her to work
unsupervised. In contrast, Chipotle showed her two days
of videos.
 Worker 8 (Restaurant B) has worked at Chipotle for many
years and says that she has “seen many workers come
and go. I believe that insufficient training is responsible
for this.” She reports that new workers receive only a
fraction of the comprehensive week-long hands-on
training she received when her store opened over ten
years ago.
 Worker 6’s (Restaurant B) store was often chaotic
“because new people without thorough training would
be thrown onto the grill or line by themselves, so I would
help them out.” Because Worker 6 was busy helping
other workers, he did not have time to pre-close his
station and would often leave work late.

Workers describe situations in which basic
health protocols have never been taught to
employees or are disregarded by managers,
with direct impacts on food safety ...
Workers describe situations in which basic health
protocols have never been taught to employees or are
disregarded by managers, with direct impacts on food
safety:
 Chipotle’s official policy is that food should be kept at
a safe temperature unless it is actively being cooked or
prepared. At 117 E. 14th St., Jeremy Espinal says, “not all
workers were trained to know” this policy. As a result,
workers “leave rice in the pot and it cools down,” creating
a risk of bacterial growth.

 In November 2018, a manager from another store visited
117 E. 14th St., where Jeremy Espinal was employed. This
manager showed him how to clean the nozzle for the
iced tea dispenser. Jeremy had not known this nozzle
needed to be cleaned and says, “I had never seen anyone
clean the nozzle before during my six months at the
store… the manager took it apart and the nozzle was
filled with disgusting black gunk, through which the
iced tea had been filtering.”

Jeremy had not known this nozzle needed to be
cleaned and says, “I had never seen anyone clean
the nozzle before during my six months at the
store… the manager took it apart and the nozzle
was filled with disgusting black gunk, through
which the iced tea had been filtering.”
 In early March, Worker 24 (Restaurant K) discovered
that his restaurant was grilling food using oil from a
repurposed cleaning chemical bottle because the service
manager “couldn’t find any cooking bottles.”
 Although Worker 37 (Restaurant S) knows that there is
a “right way” to food prep, she says that her managers
have only taught her the “quick way.” For example, she
has seen workers at other restaurants put lettuce and
salsa in ice-baths to bring the food back down to a safe
temperature after prep. Worker 37 herself has “never
done this because I don’t know how, I don’t even know
if my store has the right equipment, and my managers
have never told me.” This worker says that in many
situations, “food safety is second to throughput.”
 Worker 40 (Restaurant D) says that an undertrained grill
cook at his restaurant accidentally served undercooked
chicken to a customer. He says the store “ran out of
chicken … because the new griller didn’t know we still
needed to cook chicken that late at night.” The new cook
rushed to grill more chicken for a couple of customers
who came into the store, and one was served raw chicken.
 While working at Chipotle, Worker 4 (Restaurant B)
has been tasked to clean feces and needles out of
the restroom without proper gloves or established
procedures. Worker 37 (Restaurant S) says that although
her store is supposed to have a hazmat suit, workers
have been forced to clean feces from “the floor or ceiling
of the bathroom” multiple times without the proper
equipment or training.

How Chipotle management practices lead to worker abuses and may create food safety risks for consumers
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Pressure to Understaff Stores
Undermines Capacity to Follow Best
Food Safety Practices
Understaffing of grill
position undermines food
safety
Workers report that at least two employees are needed
to safely staff the grill at restaurants with significant volume
— ensuring that meat is cooked to a temperature sufficient
to kill harmful pathogens — yet the position suffers from
particularly high turnover and frequent understaffing.
 Worker 1 (Restaurants A, B, and C) reports multiple
instances of busy grill cooks skipping steps to save
time. For example, when the kitchen runs out of clean
metal serving pans, cooks have served ready-to-eat
food in pans over which chicken was unpacked, which
are possibly contaminated with raw chicken marinade.
Worker 1 has also seen cooks save time while chopping
meat by flipping a dirty cutting board over and placing
a towel underneath to soak up the meat juice – these
towels often turn yellow from the concentrated juices.
To keep up with throughput demands when the store is
especially busy, Worker 1 has had to use a timer and visual
inspection to determine whether chicken is fully cooked,
rather than taking the temperature of each piece.
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an auditor inform[ED] the store GM that a
customer became ill after eating chicken
at that location, and that he had found an
issue with the temperature of the chicken
 At Worker 11’s store (Restaurant E), the GM often does not
schedule a grill cook, meaning that potentially untrained
workers from other positions have to fill in. Worker
11 overheard an auditor inform the store GM that a
customer became ill after eating chicken at that location,
and that he had found an issue with the temperature of
the chicken, which may have referred to the temperature
to which it was cooked or at which it was held.
 Worker 8 (Restaurant B) has worked at her store for many
years. She says that “the grill is the most demanding
and challenging position in the restaurant” because it
requires attention to detail and following sometimes
complicated step-by-step directions. When a cook is
improperly trained, she says “the most common mistake
they make on grill is not cooking [food] to the correct
temperature for enough time.”

The Unsavory Side of ‘Food with Integrity’

 At 1379 Sixth Ave., Al Diaz-Larui trains new hires on the
grill. He says “managers put a lot of pressure on grill
cooks – after a week, they expect new hires to perform
at the same level as I do” after 14 months on the job. He
speculates that the stress “causes new grill cooks to quit
all the time – some don’t last a week.” The constant churn
of new cooks joining and leaving is not only “personally
frustrating, it also affects the customer… new grill cooks
try their best, but managers pressure them to work so
fast that they make mistakes with the food that are then
passed on to the customer.”

Understaffing during rush
periods
Workers report that managers push them to cut corners
on food safety during rush periods, which may last two to
three hours around lunch and dinner. Employees say that
moving customers through the line takes priority over
food safety practices including changing gloves with tears,
washing hands, and properly washing dishes and utensils.
Turnover and understaffing exacerbate these problems;
short-staffed managers, for example, aren’t able to sub out
line workers to wash their hands as needed.

 Worker 1 (Restaurants A, B, and C) often works the grill
and says that there are some shifts where he does not
have time to wash his hands, other than when he clocks
in and uses the restroom. Worker 7 (Restaurant B), Worker
6 (Restaurant B), and Adrianna Vidal (347 Flatbush and
1400 Broadway) say that in general, managers do not
care whether workers wash their hands and at best
loosely enforce those rules.
 One line worker and one grill worker – Worker 1
(Restaurants A, B, and C) and Worker 11 (Restaurant E)
– both report going through dozens of gloves each shift
due to rips and contamination. The local health code
requires that they wash their hands each time gloves are
replaced, but the workers report that frequently they do
not get the opportunity to do so.
 Worker 2 (Restaurant B) and Jeremy Espinal (234 Fifth
Ave., 504 Sixth Ave., and 117 E. 14th St. ) both say that
during busy periods, managers direct workers to skip
washing the red plastic baskets and silver metal trays in
which workers serve food, and to merely sanitize them
instead.

 Adrianna Vidal says that under one of the GMs at 1400
Broadway, managers would regularly delegate the
work of logging the temperature of grill and line
food to workers. Logging these temperatures is a
key part of Chipotle’s Hazard Analysis and Critical
[During rush periods] employees say that moving
Control Point plan. But according to Adrianna,
customers through the line takes priority over food safety
“crew members were [often] too busy cooking,
practices including changing gloves with tears, washing
preparing, and serving the food to take temps” and
hands, and properly washing dishes and utensils
as a result, the food would sit for up to eight hours
without the temperature being recorded. In one
instance, Adrianna says other managers entered
 Some workers – Worker 11 (Restaurant E), Worker 37
temperatures in the log for entries that had previously
(Restaurant S), and Worker 2 (Restaurant B) – report that
been left empty after a customer complained about
managers have actively prevented them from washing
getting sick from undercooked chicken. Worker 26
their hands during the daily lunch rush. They say that
(Restaurant N) says managers often delegated the same
managers yell at any individual who steps off the line,
tasks at her store and that when the service manager
regardless of the reason. Worker 11 reports that she
did fill the book out himself, “he would wait days or even
has gone up to four hours working the line during rush
weeks.”
periods without washing her hands and that Chipotle
“managers are always yelling… to move the line faster
and increase throughput.”
Worker 11 reports that she has gone up to four
 According to Worker 38 (Restaurant U), a service
manager, workers are not allowed to step off the line
unless there is someone available to replace them;
widespread understaffing means that it is hard to find
replacements unless the store is empty. In one instance,
Worker 38 allowed a line worker to use the restroom and
received a text message from his off-duty GM, who was
monitoring the cameras, asking “why is there only one
person on the line.”

hours working the line during rush periods
without washing her hands and that Chipotle
“managers are always yelling… to move the line
faster and increase throughput.”
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Lack of Investment in Equipment
Workers report that Chipotle managers pinch
pennies by refusing to fix broken equipment or buy
necessary safety materials, putting workers at risk
of injury and consumers at risk of contamination.

… crew members were sopping with sweat for their entire
shift. According to Worker 31, “the sweat that drips off
our bodies goes everywhere: on the prep table, on the
utensils, it even got into the food that we prep and serve…
on the worst days I would feel faint from the blazing heat.”

 During Worker 6’s (Restaurant B) time at
Chipotle, “We did not have all the equipment
needed to do our job… the stove was broken
when I got there – knobs are falling off, half of it
does not turn on.” Worker 6 also recounts how he had to
chip through cement when the company redid the floors
and “cemented over the drain.” On another instance,
one of the store’s hot boxes – used to keep food at a safe
temperature – broke when the door would not close.
 Jeremy Espinal (117 E. 14th St.) reports “often one of the
gas lines in the store leaks and can cause a fire to come
out at the [grill] knobs.” When he has asked managers to
fix this, they have refused, saying that it “comes out of
quarterly bonuses.”
 While flipping chicken on the grill, Al Diaz-Larui (1379
Sixth Ave.) regularly burns himself. He says “It’s common
we run out of first-aid equipment like burn cream… and
Band-Aids” so he has used sour cream to treat his burns.
 At Worker 23’s (Restaurant I) store, he says, “I have burns
on my hands and forearms” from handling hot pots
because the store’s insulators and mittens are inadequate
and “cuts on my hand… [from] doing dishes as the sharp
edges of food pans cut [my] hands when [I] clean them.”

Adrianna Vidal

Adrianna worked at two of the
company’s restaurants, 347
Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, and
1400 Broadway, Manhattan.
She was a service manager, a
position that is given some responsibilities to facilitate work
but is paid as an hourly worker.

As a service manager, I have
helped run two Chipotle
restaurants. At 347 Flatbush,
the store did not have a GM
during a one-month period,
and as service manager I did the work of a GM. Each Chipotle
gets a business report card that compares budgeted costs to
actual cost. The report card looks at cash audits, labor costs, and
EcoSure inspections (a third-party auditor that reports back to
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 Sometimes broken equipment can pose a risk to food
safety. Worker 29 and Worker 31 both say that from early
May to late August of 2019, the back of the house airconditioning at their store (Restaurant O) was broken.
Worker 31 says that “temporary AC [was] available in
the front of the house where the customers eat” but not
in the workspace where the lack of air flow, stifling New
York summer, and active grill heat meant crew members
were sopping with sweat for their entire shift. According
to Worker 31, “the sweat that drips off our bodies goes
everywhere: on the prep table, on the utensils, it even
got into the food that we prep and serve… on the worst
days I would feel faint from the blazing heat.” Managers
did not fix the broken AC until after workers approached
them together demanding the fix.
 Worker 39 (Restaurant S) says that although grill cooks
are supposed to clean the grill-top until it’s “silver,” the
scraper Chipotle provides to accomplish this task is often
broken and cooks are unable to fully clean the grill.

Chipotle corporate). Your ranking from this business report determines whether you get to keep your job as a GM.
Under one of the GMs at 1400 Broadway, managers regularly
delegated the work of logging the temperature of grill and line
food to workers. Logging these temperatures is a key part of
Chipotle’s Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point plan (HACCP). But crew members were often too busy cooking, preparing
and serving the food to take the temperature. As a result, on
many shifts I had to toss food because it went more than four
hours without the temperature being recorded.
The HACCP temperature log tracks the temperature of the grill
surface, food on the line, and food while it cooks. After a customer complained of getting sick from undercooked chicken
at 1400 Broadway, Chipotle investigated the location. I had
checked the log earlier on the day that Chipotle sent us an
email about the complaint. The form was blank. By the time I
left that day, the GM had filled out the form.

The Unsavory Side of ‘Food with Integrity’

ISSUES SUCH AS UNPREDICTABLE SCHEDULING,
SHORT HOURS, FORCED OVERTIME, SEXUAL
HARASSMENT, AND VIOLATIONS OF WORKPLACE
LAWS LEAD TO HIGH TURNOVER AND AN
INEXPERIENCED, UNSKILLED WORKFORCE
Endemic Turnover Deskills
Workforce
Chipotle’s model of freshly prepared, minimally
processed food requires adequate staffing and a well-trained,
experienced workforce, but working conditions at Chipotle
drive away thousands of employees each year. In 2018,
turnover among hourly workers at Chipotle restaurants was
145%57 – meaning that a Chipotle restaurant employing
20 crew members at the start of 2018 had to hire 29
replacement workers through the year to stay fully staffed.
Turnover lowers the level of skill and experience among
crew members handling food and contributes to chronic
understaffing, a situation that undermines the company’s
own food safety protocols. Chipotle cannot adequately
ensure food safety without addressing the underlying issue
of staff turnover.
The worker stories to follow paint a picture of high
turnover driven by a host of workplace issues including
part-time and erratic hours, lack of safety equipment,
understaffing, intense time pressures, and verbal abuse and
sexual harassment from management.

145%

CHIPOTLE’S 2018 TURNOVER
RATE FOR HOURLY STAFF
THAT MEANS THAT A CHIPOTLE
RESTAURANT EMPLOYING

20 CREW MEMBERS AT THE
START OF 2018 HAD TO HIRE

29 REPLACEMENT WORKERS
THROUGH THE YEAR
TO STAY FULLY STAFFED.
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Al Diaz-Larui
Jeremy Espinal
Al Diaz-Larui works as a certified trainer on the grill at
the 1379 Sixth Ave. Chipotle. He trains new hires who are
assigned to the grill.
This is a lot of work because Chipotle has different foods
with complicated food safety rules.
Chipotle managers put a lot of pressure on us grill cooks
to get up to speed and work fast. They expect new hires to
perform at my level by the end of their first week on the job
and I’ve been doing this job for more than a year. It’s a lot
of stress, which causes new grill cooks to quit all the time.
Some don’t even last the week.
It feelsEspinal,
like every
I’m training
new grill
who
Jeremy
20,week,
has worked
at a anumber
ofcook
Chipothen
leaves shortly
thereafter.
Notincluding
only is this
personally
tle restaurants
in New
York City,
currently
at
frustrating,
also affects the customers. New grill cooks try
504 SixthitAve.

their best, but managers pressure them to work so fast that
I love
themistakes
work that
I dothe
andfood,
I lovewhich
the ideals
of ‘Food
they
make
with
are then
passed
that Chipotle stands for. I just wish
onwith
to theIntegrity’
customer.

Chipotle would be a better employer and live up to
Although there are supposed to be surprise store
those
ideals. Chipotle restaurants are often so uninspections by EcoSure to make sure that food safety
derstaffed to keep overhead low that managers cut
protocols are being followed, my manager often knows
corners and overlook practices that often are not
more or less when EcoSure is coming. For example, my
conducive to maintaining proper food safety.
former GM got a call from another store and they told us of
EcoSure
nearby.
We knewofto busy
be prepared.
Cleaning
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operation
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with
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because
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raw
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was
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regularly. In the past, we have run out of burn cream, and
then in substitute I put sour cream on my burn instead.

When I worked the grill and the store was busy, when
I stopped
to take
the out
temperature
every chicken
It is common
to run
of first aidofequipment
like on
burn
the grill,
I was
to move
the food
out quickly
cream,
finger
cotsnot
andable
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know
enough
and
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would
yell aton
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togrill.
speed
this
happens
because
they also
get burned
up so the line doesn’t run out of food.
Chipotle eventually shifted me to working line shifts,
which involves making sure food served to customers is at a safe temperature and protecting against
cross-contamination. I did not receive any training
on how to work the line before I was transferred to
work there unsupervised.
All of us who work at Chipotle want to do the right
thing. We want to cook food safely so that everyone
— customers and workers alike — is protected. But
there is so much work to do in such a short span of
time that we cannot physically complete the tasks
Chipotle gives to us. It is impossible for a store to
operate at the standards Chipotle sets with the staff
Chipotle schedules without cutting corners.
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Almost 600 Chipotle workers at more than
60 New York City restaurants have signed a
petition stating that Chipotle’s violations of
the Fair Workweek Law destabilize their lives
and demanding that Chipotle follow the law.

Unfair Scheduling
Part-time and erratic work schedules
In May 2017, New York City fast food workers moved
the City Council to pass the groundbreaking Fair Workweek
legislation, a package of laws that aims to change work
in the fast food industry from erratic part-time hours to
stable full-time schedules. Since the law became effective,
in November 2017, Chipotle restaurants have pervasively
violated provisions of the legislation, leaving workers
struggling with chaotic and part-time schedules.
Ironically, Chipotle faces understaffing and turnover
problems while many workers report that they want more
regular hours. Since the beginning of 2018, dozens of
workers at 38 Chipotle restaurants across New York City
have filed complaints with the Department of Consumer
and Worker Protection (DCWP), documenting widespread
violations of the City’s Fair Workweek Law. In September
2019, DCWP announced a lawsuit against Chipotle, seeking
over $1 million for violations filed at five of the restaurants
where workers filed complaints in early 2018. Almost 600
Chipotle workers at more than 60 New York City restaurants
have signed a petition stating that Chipotle’s violations
of the Fair Workweek Law destabilize their lives and
demanding that Chipotle follow the law.
Scheduling issues were also implicated in the nearly
$2 million settlement Chipotle and the Massachusetts
Attorney General reached in January 2020. An investigation
revealed an estimated 13,253 child labor violations at 50
Chipotle stores in Massachusetts, including minors working
too late into the evening, and too many hours per day and
per week.58
In interviews, Chipotle workers reported persistent
scheduling issues and violations of the Fair Workweek Law:
 Crew members such as Worker 22 (Restaurant I),
Worker 21 (Restaurant I), Worker 29 (Restaurant O),
and Worker 19 (Restaurant H) have all watched their
weekly hours and take-home pay dwindle as managers
hire new workers without offering those hours to
existing workers, a practice that is illegal under the Fair
Workweek Law. Worker 20 (Restaurant I & J) and Worker
16 (Restaurant G) say managers commonly give hours to
their favorites, also a violation of the law.
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 Worker 33 (Restaurant P) has struggled to balance his
volatile hours at Chipotle with his second job: “I’m a
home health aide, so I need to know my schedule for my
second job. If I had my schedule two weeks in advance
[as the law requires], I would be able to coordinate the
two jobs a lot better.”
 Worker 17 (Restaurant G) never received a good faith
estimate of a stable weekly schedule. She says her
manager “constantly cuts my hours and makes me work
Sundays which I can’t work because I have a son with
special needs. When I tell him ‘no’ he yells at me to find
another job.”
 Worker 41 (Restaurant G) has struggled with erratic
hours at Chipotle. When he finished classes in May 2019,
he told his manager “that I was completely available – I
wanted to receive full time [hours] to save up for college
in the fall.” Chipotle started scheduling Worker 41 for
35-plus hour weeks and he budgeted $5,000 in earnings
for the summer to go toward tuition. But in early
August, management cut his hours to 28 without any
explanation, leaving Worker 41 $500 short of his goal.
He was forced to take out an unsubsidized loan “to pay
for an MTA [subway] pass and textbooks.”

She says her manager “constantly cuts my hours
and makes me work Sundays which I can’t work
because I have a son with special needs. When I
tell him ‘no’ he yells at me to find another job.”

Impact of Understaffing and
Time Pressure on Worker
Safety
Endemic turnover and incentives to keep labor costs
down contribute to chronic understaffing at Chipotle stores.
Understaffing and unrealistic throughput goals in turn
pressurize the work environment and put crew members at
risk of injury as they rush to complete tasks.

Worker injury
 Sometimes Worker 27 (Restaurant N) has to stay late
when closing because “there’s so much work we can’t
finish it during our scheduled shift.” One night while
rushing to wrap food, her hand slipped and the serrated
edge for the plastic wrap cut “a large gash on my
wrist.” Worker 27 says, “I was starting to get dizzy and…
[the gash] kept bleeding even though I was applying
pressure.” After repeatedly requesting that Worker
27 walk herself to the hospital, the manager on shift
ultimately called her an ambulance.
 Worker 1 (Restaurant B) cut off the tip of his thumb while
chopping steak: “I was cutting without the [protective]
cut glove because of the pressure put on me to have
food out as quick as possible.”

“I felt pressed for time… and rushed to pick up
the equipment” when she cut herself.
 While opening the store, Worker 28 (Restaurant N) cut
her finger on a knife and ultimately took an ambulance
to get medical attention. She says, “I felt pressed for
time… and rushed to pick up the equipment” when she
cut herself.
 In June 2019, Worker 31 (Restaurant O) says that her
doctor diagnosed her with a repetitive stress injury in her
right arm and shoulder from prepping chips, work that
involves “lifting 30-pound boxes and dumping several
pounds at a time into hot, 150 degrees oil.” According to
Worker 31, Chipotle managers disregarded her doctor’s
notes and forced her to continue prepping chips.
Eventually, nearly a month after the initial diagnosis,
she was reassigned to vegetable prep, another repetitive
task that puts Worker 31 at risk of further injury.
 Worker 10’s (Restaurant D) GM told her that the fry
oil was at a safe temperature to prepare chips. When
Worker 10 poured the chips in, “the oil was too hot and
splattered everywhere… burning my right hand.” The GM
simply said “my bad” without checking on Worker 10’s
condition or offering any first aid.
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 Worker 32’s (Restaurant O) manager told her that “I
can only use the bathroom and drink water during my
break.”
 One evening, Worker 38 (Restaurant U) cut his finger
while scrubbing the floor. According to Worker 38, “I was
rushing because we were understaffed and there is a lot
of pressure to leave on time.” Even though he recognized
that the cut was deep, Worker 38 still “felt like I ha[d] to
close the store.” After discovering that the store’s first aid
kit was empty, Worker 38 ultimately went to the hospital.
 At Restaurant S, Worker 37’s apprentice GM asked that
she “learn how to multitask” by cutting lettuce and
deep-frying taco shells at the same time. When Worker
37 raised the concern of burning herself, the apprentice
GM yelled, “I’m the manager here!”

Sexual Harassment and
Mandatory Arbitration
Agreements

In October 2019, a worker previously employed at
the 604 Second Ave. restaurant in New York City filed a
lawsuit against Chipotle, alleging sexual harassment and
assault. The suit charges that the company “knowingly
retained a sexual predator,” her former GM Odilon Rojas,
“who retaliated against female employees who refused to
submit to his sexual advances.” According to the lawsuit,
Rojas “tormented female employees… with repeated
breast and buttock gropes, forced kisses, hugs, and sexual
assault.” The suit states that Rojas intentionally scheduled
the plaintiff for a 6 a.m. shift and raped her when they
were alone in the store together. The lawsuit adds that
female workers had previously made multiple complaints
to Chipotle management about Rojas’ sexual harassment,
“including complaints concerning… sexual advances made
to an underaged 17-year old female employee,” and the
company failed to correct Rojas’ behavior, allowing him
to use the store “as a sexual hunting ground.” Ironically,
according to the complaint, the same GM even harassed
the plaintiff while showing videos on sexual harassment as
he conducted a training on the issue. The plaintiff further
states that Chipotle fired her after she filed a complaint
with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
After transferring her to a new store, the GM there allegedly
“stated his disapproval of her having ‘sued’ GM Rojas and
Chipotle, alluding to her EEOC complaint,” before firing her.

Chipotle managers in New York and California have been
subject to lawsuits alleging incidents of assault, violence
and sexual harassment. In December 2019, the company
settled a sexual harassment and retaliation lawsuit brought
by the Equal Employment
When Worker 44 started
Opportunity Commission
working
at Restaurant L
female workers had previously made multiple
(EEOC).59 The complaint
in September 2018, she
complaints to Chipotle management about Rojas’
states that the GM at
felt an initial bond with
sexual harassment, “including complaints
a
Chipotle
restaurant
the kitchen manager-inconcerning… sexual advances made to an underaged
in San Jose, California,
training (KMIT) as they were
subjected former crew
both single parents. Worker
17-year old female employee,” and the company
member Austin Melton to
44 got the sense that the
failed to correct Rojas’ behavior, allowing him to
verbal and physical sexual
KMIT “wanted to be more
use the store “as a sexual hunting ground.”
harassment,
including
than friends” when he
slapping, groping, and
began asking to go out
grabbing his buttocks and groin; making sexually charged
“just the two of us.” In early December 2018, while Worker
comments; using vegetables to simulate sex acts; and
asking crew members daily “whether they had intercourse
the previous evening.”60 Further, according to the complaint,
the GM was prone to violent outbursts such as punching
the walls until her hands bled. The EEOC states that Melton
complained about this harassment at least twice to the
team leader, who failed to act; afterwards employees at the
store locked Melton in the walk-in freezer and barred the
door with a steel rod, leading him to quit. The EEOC found
“reasonable cause to believe” that Chipotle had violated
the law “by subjecting Mr. Melton to sexual harassment
and retaliation, and by constructively terminating his
employment.” Chipotle’s settlement requires the company
to pay $95,000 in damages to Melton, and to develop and
implement anti-sexual-harassment trainings at 27 stores in
the San Jose area.61
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44 was finishing her shift, the KMIT “put one arm around
my neck and used the other to pull back my head a force
a kiss on my lips.” Worker 44 immediately reported this to
the service manager and requested a transfer. The service
manager “discouraged me from filing a report.” After this,
“my hours kept dropping and [the KMIT’s] hours kept going
up.” In late January, the KMIT confronted Worker 44 and
told her that the service manager had told all the managers
at Restaurant L about Worker 44’s complaint. Afterwards,
managers began sexually and racially harassing Worker 44.
Managers mocked Mexican slang in front of Worker 44, gave
her less favorable work assignments, and would say “I’m
glad I’m not Mexican.” One manager even elbowed Worker
44 in the chest and began mocking her breasts as small,
after which other co-workers began referring to Worker
44 as “little boy” or “young man.” At one point, Worker 44
requested a transfer from the field leader supervising her
GM, who told her “Chipotle doesn’t transfer trouble… I can’t
worry about little things like this.” Although Worker 44
considered quitting, she says “I felt trapped. I relied on the
job to pay my bills and take care of my son.”
From January to March 2018, a crew member at this
same store, Worker 47, was in a relationship with a service
manager, until she found out that he was married and
broke off the relationship. The service manager proceeded
to harass Worker 47, calling her a bitch, repeatedly offering
“birthday sex,” and instigating confrontations with her. At
one point, the GM was preparing to fire Worker 47 when
Worker 25, who was also a service manager, told the GM
the entire story. Worker 25 told the GM that the service
manager, not Worker 47, was the problem in the store.
Although Worker 47 was not fired, Worker 25 for weeks
continuously asked the GM to speak with Worker 47 but the
GM kept “brushing it off” and scheduling Worker 47 to work
with the harassing service manager. At one point, the GM
offered to transfer Worker 47 but Worker 25 objected as this
was punishing the survivor, not the harasser. According to
Worker 25, “[the GM] didn’t want to punish [the harassing
service manager] because he was one of her favorite
workers… [the GM] also did not like [Worker 47] because
[the GM] would insult other crew members in Spanish and
[Worker 47] would tell the other [English-speaking crew
members] what she would say.”
It is important to note that workers have limited recourse
for such abuses: as a condition of employment, Chipotle
forces all employees to sign agreements that prevent
them from seeking damages against the company except
through an arbitration process.62 Issues of “discrimination or
harassment based on… sex” are specifically included in this
agreement.63 Advocates have criticized private arbitration
for hiding misconduct that would otherwise receive public
scrutiny in a court of law and favoring corporations over
employees; workers at Google recently pushed the company
to end all use of mandatory arbitration agreements.64

Retaliation Against Workers
for Standing Up for their
Rights
According to a December 12, 2019, complaint issued
by the General Counsel of the National Labor Relations
Board,65 Chipotle has violated crew members’ rights to
a union and collective action under the National Labor
Relations Act at two Manhattan restaurants. The complaint
states that a service manager at the 464 Park Ave. South
store violated the law by interrogating crew members as
to whether they supported the union, threatening to fire
workers for organizing a union, “impliedly threaten[ing]
employees with physical violence if they engaged in Union…
activity,” and promising “a promotion to employees for
revealing” their union activity. Further, the complaint claims
the GM and apprentice GM at 117 E. 14th St. retaliated
against pro-union employees by threatening workers with
worse work assignments for supporting the union, telling
workers that supporting the union is “incompatible with
working for [Chipotle],” and firing a worker who asked for
better scheduling practices. Retaliation against employees
demanding sustainable labor practices only encourages
additional turnover and potentially undermines consumer
food safety.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Chipotle’s reliance on fresh, unprocessed food
distinguishes it from many fast food competitors and draws
a health-conscious consumer base willing to pay more for
fresh ingredients prepared on-site. Yet this very business
model places it at a higher risk of outbreaks of foodborne illness. Chipotle’s leadership must recognize that it
can’t have it both ways: profiting from a healthful image
while refusing to invest in the workplace practices that
would ensure consumer safety. Unfortunately, Chipotle’s
endemic turnover, driven by low-road employer practices,
regularly deprives stores of experienced crew members
able to balance food safety with speed. The company’s own
incentive structure drives managers to push down labor
costs by cutting corners, exacerbating turnover as managers
chase bonuses by burning out workers.
Chipotle has experienced seven major outbreaks in
recent years.66 We are concerned that, so long as the
company maintains low-road employment practices that
prevent a well-trained long-term workforce from forming,
these outbreaks may continue to occur, potentially
endangering consumers’ health. The company must foster
a healthy culture of integrity for its workers and customers
and invest in a stable workforce that can support their
families.
We recommend Chipotle’s board of directors and
management adopt the following reforms:
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 Revise management incentive structures, so they support:
• ensuring that workers are encouraged to use paid sick
leave when ill,
• ensuring that workers receive adequate food safety
training before working on their own,
• staffing levels that meet appropriate standards,
• reduction of turnover.

 Ensure the inspection system is truly impartial and
managers are not given advance warning of inspections.
 Institute a companywide policy of eight paid sick days
and encourage sick employees to use them.
 Institute a companywide fair workweek policy that
allows workers to predict their schedules and transitions
the workforce to full-time work.
 Use auditors to monitor and score staff training levels
as well as compliance with fair-workweek policies, then
integrate the scoring into managerial incentives.
 Stop the practice of requiring workers to sign
forced arbitration agreements, which act to stifle
whistleblowers and hinder staff from addressing
workplace concerns.
 Adopt a zero tolerance policy for sexual harassment and
institute a strong companywide policy in which outside
trainers implement sexual harassment trainings for all
employees on an annual basis.
 Aim to reduce overall annual turnover of hourly staff to
below the restaurant industry national average of 75%67
within two years before moving on to more ambitious
goals.
We also recommend that community stakeholders
work for and elected officials adopt a fair-workweek law
and mandate paid sick days at the federal level. Doing so
would improve Chipotle worker lives across the country
by stabilizing their workweek and promote food safety for
consumers by decreasing turnover and the likelihood of
food preparers working while sick.
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